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Debaki is an exemplary student who 

displays a strong dedication to 

learning. She consistently listens to 

her teacher and actively participates 

in class discussions. Debaki's 

inquisitive nature is evident as she 

often asks questions to deepen her 

understanding. Additionally, she is 

regarded as cute and possesses a 

keen ability to comprehend 

concepts effectively. Overall, 

Debaki is highly regarded as a 

brilliant and attentive student. 



 

Debaki actively participates in project sessions and enjoys the learning process. She 

demonstrates good comprehension of the topics covered and effectively 

communicates her ideas during discussions. Her enthusiasm for project-based 

learning is evident, and she actively engages with the topics explored. 

 

Debaki has shown continual improvement in maths and meets all requirements 

successfully. She exhibits a strong understanding of skip counting, addition, and 

subtraction. While her calculations are accurate, she is still working on applying 

them effectively in story sums, indicating a need for further practice and application. 

 

Debaki is a diligent and well-

behaved student. She 

demonstrates good manners by 

sitting properly in class and 

focusing on listening. When 

prompted to retell stories, Debaki 

is able to convey them in Hindi 

while making an effort to speak in 

English, indicating her willingness to 

improve her language skills.

Participating in a play for the 21st 

February celebration, Debaki took on 

the role of a sadhak. She delivered her 

dialogues beautifully on stage, 

showcasing her confidence and acting 

abilities. 



In addition to her involvement in the play, Debaki has learned various rhymes in 

class, including "The Five Little Monkeys" and "Old MacDonald Had a Farm." 

 

Debaki displays enthusiasm in various art activities, particularly enjoying drawing 

flowers and colouring pictures with care. She occasionally requires assistance in 

paper folding, with her favourite colour being blue. 

 

Debaki’s favourite games include "blindfold catching," "ice and water," and "fire on 

the mountain." She excels in exercises and demonstrates good ball-balancing skills. 

Please refer to the group report 


